CREEPER ANATOMY

Creepers are one of the most dangerous mobs in Minecraft. They will run toward you then explode, possibly killing you and destroying everything in the surrounding area. Creepers are almost completely silent, which makes it easy for them to take you by surprise. They hiss quietly just before they explode.

Creepers have internal and external parts, which help them survive and meet their needs. Creepers receive different types of information through their senses, process the information in their brain, and respond to the information.
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Activity

Explain how each internal and external part helps the Creeper survive and meet their needs.

1. CEREBRAL CORTEX –
2. NIGHT VISION –
3. EARLY WARNING SYSTEM –
4. SPINAL CORD FUSE –
5. INTERNAL COMBUSTION DEVICE –
6. ALL-TERRAIN CREEPING APPENDAGES -
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Quiz

Write True or False next to each statement.

1. ________ Creepers have internal and external parts, which help them survive and meet their needs.
2. ________ Creepers are one of the least dangerous mobs in Minecraft.
3. ________ Creepers hiss loudly just before they explode.
4. ________ Creepers receive different types of information through their senses, process the information in their brain, and respond to the information.